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MEMORIES OF SCULPTOR MARTIN HONERT
July 1st, 2013

Consequence of  the Vancouver Art Gallery’s highly publicized, at times contentious, 
effort to relocate has been distraction from what it does so well: programming that 
mixes the work of  local artists with populist blockbusters and Canadian debuts by 
international contemporary practitioners. While the recent Art Spiegelman retrospec-
tive combined the latter two categories (resulting in a bump of  20,000 extra visitors), 
Martin Honert’s show, just opened, is merely the first museum exhibition in North 
America by an artist known for his infrequent output.

The Düsseldorf-based Honert, 60, is a maker of  meticulously rendered “realistic” 
sculptures that are difficult to forget. Also known as a memory artist, he takes it as 
his mission to “explore things that may well have happened a long time ago but that 
continue to exist for me as an image.” Those memories are neither vituperative nor 
sentimental but the product of  a post-war West German childhood he describes as 
“just as dull and boring as anyone else’s.” Remembered from schoolbooks, drawings 
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by his own hand, and photographs taken by family members, these personal materials 
have for the past 30 years inspired works that play as much with scale as with viewers’ 
ability to locate themselves in relation to his sculptural form.

The results are at times unnerving. In Riesen (2007), two unkempt men in jeans and 
hoodies stand in the middle of  the gallery floor, as if  taking a breather from a long 
trek. One, looking down, leans on a wooden staff; the other holds a knapsack, gazing 
up in the opposite direction. Over eight feet tall, these trekkers make for imposing 
figures, giants in contemporary garb. Are they mountain hikers, like those Honert 
might remember from a kindergarten adventure story? Yet from their cracked nails 
and smudged clothing they could just as easily be living rough on the streets of  Van-
couver, the staff less a walking stick than a binner’s pole or a weapon of  self-defence, 
their knapsacks filled with salvaged or stolen goods.

The medieval figures in Children’s Crusade (1985-1987) are painted before rolling 
green hills on a wall-mounted canvas, as well as emerging from that canvas as life-size 
versions of  the figurines one might paint and play with as a child. Like the giants in 
Riesen, the lead figure in Children’s Crusade has come to a stop, as if  to assess what 
lies ahead. This stop might well reflect the young Honert pausing to look up from his 
schoolbook to consider what it meant for 13th-century European children to march 
across the continent intent on ridding the Holy Land of  Muslims, particularly in 
light of  a more recent conflict that had the Nazis attempting to rid Europe of  her 
Jews.

If  Children’s Crusade mixes wall work and sculpture, River Landscape (2006) is a 
work of  sculpture set inside a wall. In this instance, a miniature three-dimensional 
re-creation of  the lush Rhine River Valley. Here, a train exits a tunnel at five minute 
intervals, its second appearance deeper in the landscape. The difference between the 
first and second appearances is not only distance but scale, with the second, smaller 
train creating a “forced” perspective that, through exaggeration, allows a bucolic set-
ting to enter the uncanny.

These touchstones-the uncanny, childhood, memory-are not new to the exhibition’s 
co-curator, photo-based artist Jeff Wall, who has explored these themes in large-scale 
tableaux that appear to be as much sculpted as montaged “cinematographically” from 
numerous shots. One such picture, A Ventriloquist at a Birthday Party in October 
1947 (1990), has prepubescent children seated around a “dummy” and its operator. 
While the scene brings to mind a potential memory-maker for Honert, Wall refers 
to this work as an “accident of  reading,” where what you think you remember from 
a book is simply your imagination. No accident here that Wall should see in Honert 
what he does so well himself.
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VNCOUVER ART GALLERY SUMMER EXHIBITS 
ACT AS AYMBOLIC TIME TRAVEL
June 28th, 2013

According to legend, in the 13th century 30,000 children marched towards the Holy 
Land to convert Muslims to Christianity.

However, the children never reached their destination; depending on accounts, they 
either drowned in shipwrecks or were sold into slavery.

Whether or not the Children’s Crusade, as it’s known, ever happened – and historians 
are skeptical – isn’t the point of  a piece by Martin Honert.

Instead, Honert’s Children’s Crusade, part of  a new exhibit at the Vancouver Art Gal-
lery, is about the power of  remembered images.
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Photographs, memories and schoolbook illustrations are the major influences on the 
German artist, whose work is the subject of  one of  three new shows running at the 
VAG throughout the summer and into the fall. (Unfortunately the artist, who doesn’t 
like to fly, won’t be coming to Vancouver for the show, which is the first Canadian 
museum exhibition of  his work.)

Also showing at the VAG are two exhibits with more homegrown origins. Portraits 
in Time showcases pieces from the gallery’s video collection and features work by 
Vancouver artists Rodney Graham, Althea Thauberger, and Roy Arden, as well as 
Amsterdam-based Fiona Tan.

Allochthonous Window, meanwhile, is the result of  Vancouver artist Gareth Moore’s 
“dialogue” with Emily Carr. Moore figuratively followed in the footsteps of  the B.C. 
painter, who travelled to remote locations for inspiration for the ceramics she pro-
duced for the tourist market.

Moore’s travels took him to places such as India, South Korea and Sproat Lake on 
Vancouver Island, where stone has cultural significance. With artifacts from his 
travels, the installation artist has put together a room-size work that includes a stone 
footpath, grid patterns painted on walls with plant material such as blackberries, and 
a life-size representation of  an explorer/artist, much like himself.

As curator Grant Arnold noted, the piece is “a journey where you arrive at the 
source.”

It’s important to Moore to break with traditional gallery conventions, Arnold says. 
Hence, information about the installation is found not on a plaque but on a wooden 
paddle that hangs from the wall.

The works in Portraits in Time, meanwhile, are united by the theme of  straying from 
standard portraiture to present people in untraditional contexts. Graham’s Halcion 
Sleep (1994) finds the artist under the influence of  a sedative, while Thauberger’s 
not afraid to die (2001) contrasts images of  young women with a monologue about 
suicide and death.

Martin Honert is much more fanciful than that of  its concurrent exhibits. By reach-
ing into his childhood for inspiration, the artist has created some truly arresting 
pieces.

Riesen (Giants, 2007), a large-scale sculpture of  two men, evokes a childhood sense 
of  wonder and even dread, with adults depicted like (possibly malevolent) giants. The 
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polyester-and-resin sculpture Feuer (Fire) is based on an illustration that accompa-
nied a dictionary definition of  fire.

According to Kimberly Phillips, curatorial assistant to director Kathleen Bartells 
for the exhibit, the original image of  the Children’s Crusade came to Honert via (as 
though through a window) a chalkboard while a teacher discussed the apocryphal 
event. The facial expressions of  the crusaders — both the ones painted on a back-
drop and the two life-size statues leading the charge — come from the tin soldiers 
the artist had as a boy.

Another piece, Laterne (Lantern), is a cube just over three feet high (one metre). The 
cube is lit from inside and, in brilliant blues, depicts four different perspectives of  
a man, Honert, lying in a bed and watching TV. The screen shows images of  Earth 
from space while the moon is visible through a window.

Though the man in the images of  the 2000 piece is a self-portrait of  the then-47-
year-old Honert, Laterne too is about the past. The room may be modelled after his 
dorm room, and the images represent his memory of  watching the moon landing.

“Honert and other German artists of  his generation aren’t interested in nostalgia,” 
Phillips said. “They’re more distant and less angst-ridden than artists of  his previous 
generation.”
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MARTIN HONERT GOES ON A CRUSADE...
OCTOBER 10th, 2012

At stake in Martin Honert’s “Kinderkreuzzug” — on view at Berlin’s Hamburger-
bahnhofthrough April 7, 2013 — is not only a reclamation and lauding of  child-
hood fantasies, pleasures, and memories, but also but also a documentation of  a first 
generation of  childhoods whose fantasies were molded in plastic and traveled at the 
speed of  a jet engine. Escaping one’s manifest, material reality was also a material 
shift into brittle polystyrenes whose hollow cling differed so profoundly from the 
wooden clunk of  the past, but whose abundance let so many more fantasies enter the 
imagination and sandbox to break and be replaced by new ones.

The work after which the exhibition is named, made from 1985-87, just after the 
artist’s graduation from the Kunstakademie Dusseldorf, sees two crusading knights 
with boyish features despite their adult size, followed by a hoard of  peasants and 
fellow crusaders which become progressively flattened into a two-dimensional image 
on the wall. One could imagine a world of  childhood possibility in which this pair 
guards against parental decrees. Yet, the still-visible seam left by the plastic’s mold dis-
rupts their otherwise meticulously painted surface, recalling their miniature imperfect 
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forms in childhood use and their process of  production in adult analyses.

Just behind this initial fantasy stands “Ein Szenisches Modell des Fliegenden Klas-
senzimmers” (1995) which earned Honert the Golden Lion at the Venice Biennale 
of  the same year. The work references the eponymous children’s book and television 
program, which took the new worldly possibilities of  the second half  of  the 20 cen-
tury to the classroom, envisioning a fantasy in which students studying pyramids were 
transported instantaneously to the Egypt of  the Pharaohs. It was oen of  the first in-
stances in which education became an experiential rather than dictatorial practice. In 
Honert’s iteration, the figures are flattened, as if  realizing what might be a childhood 
assumption that there really were people in that wooden television box, squeezed 
between two panes of  glass.

 

These narratives are not Honert’s. He is vastly more simplistic in his descriptions 
of  the various impulses that led to each of  the works on view’s creation, which are 
compiled within a sub-catalogue for the exhibition distributed at its entrance. That 
Honert feels the compulsion to justify the origins of  his works through language has 
more than a purely empirical consequence, however. On one level, the linguistic justi-
fication is a perhaps unintentionally a nod to the 20century modulation of  the cogi-
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to, “I think, I speak, therefore I am,” in which the subject’s possession of  language — 
the ability to formulate and communicate thoughts and memories seen through an 
empirical lens as electrical impulses and chemical reactions — predicating existence. 
For these sculpturally bound recollections to be Honert’s he has to place them within 
constructs. It can be done neither by this critic, nor even a fictitious twin with identi-
cal experiences. Honert must give them consequence.

Alternatively, Honerts impulse to qualify could be viewed from a psychoanalytic 
angle; these texts fall neatly into the category of  secondary revision. This is most ac-
cessibly applied to the early works on view at the Hamburgerbahnhof. For example, 
“Tisch mit Wackel-pudding, Roter Polsterstuhl (Table with Jell-O, Red Umhol-
stered Chair)” (1983). According to the artist’s text, the work attempts to come to 
terms with the time he spent in boarding school. The turn of  phrase used, “coming 
to terms with,” (in denen ich mich mit meiner Schulzeit in einem Internat in Ost-
westfalen auseinandergesetzt hatte) suggests a certain level of  trauma or feeling of  
alienation. However, the description of  the work’s glowing red polystyrene chair and 
standard issue laminate top kitchen table that shakes every so often with considerable 
racket to make the otherwise solid emerald Jell-O wiggle is almost exclusively techni-
cal. By this removal of  emotional content to the level of  process, Honert can perhaps 
overlook the works fraught personal implications in exchange for a conversation 
about late-60s kitsch.

Indeed, there might be a third, more directly artworld-related cause of  Honert’s 
reluctance to leave a reading up to critics and observers. He came of  age in an artistic 
environment entirely invested in questions of  concept, minimalism, and the political. 
Throughout his career he has given wide berth to such themes and tendencies in the 
art world at large, with the work’s explicitly childish naïveté implicitly confronting 
these tendencies. While suggesting a deeper intent behind his face-value enjoyable 
works may only go to exemplify our remaining mired in such conventions, despite 
post-modernism’s refutation of  some of  conceptual art’s more redemptive aspect. It 
may also help situate Honert’s work in a schema beyond our simultaneous entrench-
ment in artistic intent, such that it survives in collective memory long after the Flieg-
enden Klassenzimmer has hit a memorial dead end.
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MARTIN HONERT’S ‘KINDERKREUZZUG’ AT HAMBERGER BAHNHOF
October, 2012

Berlin’s Hamburger Bahnhof, is a former railway station which now serves as the city’s 
Museum für Gegenwart, or “Museum for the Present”. I visited the renowned con-
temporary art museum eager to see their permanent Marx collection centered around 
the work of  Joseph Beuys, Anselm Kiefer, Robert Rauschenberg, Cy Twombly, and 
Andy Warhol.  I had also heard great things about the current solo exhibition, Martin 
Honert’s Kinderkreuzzug, in the main hall.  I approached the ticket booth with my 
pass to all of  Berlin’s Nationalgalerie museums and was disappointed to hear that it 
would only grant me access to the museum’s permanent collection.  But as I peered 
over the head of  the seated ticket lady and saw what looked like life-sized action fig-
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ures and sculptural re-enactments of  scenes from picture books from my childhood. 
My inner 6 year old begged me to see the exhibition Lacking the extra 5 euros the 
exhibition would cost, I decided to walk confidently past the ticket-checkers hoping 
they wouldn’t stop me. And I’m glad that I did.
 

In Kinderkreuzzug, Honert transforms memories from his childhood into elaborate 
three-dimensional objects.  Standing in front of  his installations, I experienced a 
collection of  wide-ranging snapshots from the impressionable memories of  a child.  
Honert works from his old photographs, childhood drawings, and images directly 
imprinted in his memory to create dramatized illustrations of  specific moments from 
his own biography.
 
Artist Martin Honert was born in Bottrop, a city in the Ruhr region of  West Germa-
ny, in 1953.  Specific aspects of  West Germany during this time are highly present in 
Kinderkreuzzug, which relies on images from Honert’s youth to serve as glimpses into 
the specific time and place in which he grew up.  I felt like I was inside of  Honert’s 
memory as I walked through models of  native trees, typical architecture of  the Ruhr 
Valley, illustrations of  the his father’s cigar boxes’ contents, family photos, and imag-
ined visions of  children stories and historical events depicted in fantastical drawings. 
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These are just a few examples of  deep seeded images cemented in Honert’s memory 
and actualized in the exhibition Kinderkreuzzug. 
 
Together, these moments fully realized in life-size sculptural works transcend his 
own personal memory and depict the socialization of  an entire generation raised in 
West Germany in the 1950’s.  Each piece was numbered and accompanied by a cor-
responding explanation written by the artist himself  in the small exhibition catalogue.  
With this addition, Honert explains the significance of  each object that the viewer 
simultaneously encountered dramatized before them in life-size form.
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